How will we get there?

US ROUTE 30 MASTER PLAN

Using the public input gathered from the third
community workshop, the study team will develop
a Vision Plan that balances revitalization of
urban centers with investments and policies
that direct growth toward well-designed,
strategically located suburban centers while
preserving rural villages and farmlands.
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The study team will then develop demonstration
plans and an “implementation toolkit” that will
help local, regional and state partners work
together to realize the vision over the coming
years.
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the coming years,

Revitalize Our Towns?

how can we

Ensure Safe and
Efficient Transportation?

Building upon numerous
transportation and land use
planning efforts conducted
over the past several years,
the study will
pinpoint
strategies to implement
the US Route 30 Vision
Statement developed In April
2006. When complete, the
Route 30 Master Plan will
become a strategic blueprint
for Westmoreland County’s
economic growth corridor.

Consultant Team
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Preserve Our Rural Areas?

To answer these questions,
the Smart Growth Partnership
of Westmoreland County
(SGPWC) in Pennsylvania,
has initiated a process
with local planners and
community stakeholders to
flesh out a vision and plan
for a 40-mile stretch of the
historic “Lincoln Highway”
that connects the historic
small cities and growing
suburbs east of Pittsburgh to
the scenic Laurel Highlands.
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As we grow over

The project is unique in that
a non-profit entity is taking
a proactive, collaborative
approach to help shape
communities
along
the
corridor that will optimize their
ability to reap the benefits
of growth, while avoiding
negative
consequences,
such as clogged roadways
and vanishing open space.

A Vision for Route 30
Known to many at the Lincoln Highway, the U.S. Route
30 corridor is central Westmoreland County’s primary
east-west highway. Its position as a transportation
facility dates back to the French and Indian War and
has played a nationally and regionally significant role in
economic growth and westward expansion.
By leveraging key capital investments with intelligent
transportation systems and sound land use practices,
the U.S. Route 30 corridor in Westmoreland County will
be a national example of safe and efficient transportation
corridor of economic opportunity. Spearheading these
actions is a coalition of business and municipal officials
who work with each other and PennDOT to ensure the
U.S. Route 30 of the future is characterized by:
• A consistent approach to land use regulation that
enhances economic activities, balancing the historic
character and rural beauty of the highway while
respecting individual property rights;
• The use of the latest technology to intelligently move
people and goods safely;
• An appropriate mix of commercial, industrial,
residential, agriculture, open space and other vital land
uses that underlie a great quality of life;
• A multi-modal approach, including transit, air, and
rail freight to accommodate the movement of people
and goods efficiently;
• A network of parallel road systems that provides
choices for local residents and for the convenient flow
of through traffic, including the tourist traveler; and
• Well-maintained surface, landscaping and traffic
control systems that work together to enhance the
motoring experience.
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Where are we now and where are we going?

Participants at
the January 2007 workshop
sketched regional development pattens that
attempted to balance the competing needs of
declining cities, fast-growing suburbs, and rural
farms. The process resulted in four scenarios:
• Trend: Growth continues spreading away from
cities in a low-density, dispersed pattern,
consuming 13,000 acres, about 15% of existing
farms and open spaces.

Participants
brainstormed ideas for
linking land use and
transportation
to
balance growth and
expand travel choices.
For example, some
groups
envisioned
typical
shopping
malls
redeveloped
into vibrant suburban
villages.

• Rural Centers: Growth is scattered among small
towns and villages, consuming 9,000 acres,
12% of current open space. However, some 80%
of the consumed land is preserved as shared
open space or farmland by using conservation
by design techniques.
The Urban and Suburban scenarios result in three
to five percent less traffic congestion and time
spent driving than the Trend and Rural scenarios.
They also create opportunities for transit and
walking trips, which could benefit the roadway
network even more.
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US 30 Master Plan

“Optimal Corridor” Conceptual Plan
A critical outcome of the Master Plan is a strategy to optimize
traffic flow and safety along the existing corridor, without
significant roadway widening or construction.
The Optimal Corridor Conceptual Plan establishes a “best-case
scenario” in which future roadway capacity is improved to the
maximum amount possible through a program of relatively lowcost operational improvements. The plan includes strategies
such as intersection improvements, access management, and
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) investments.
All the alternative development scenarios were tested with
the “optimized” corridor in place. This helped the study team
isolate and clarify the potential impacts of land use and urban
design on future roadway performance.

At a March 2007 workshop, most people envisioned
a blend of urban and suburban centers. However,
job growth is expected to lag far behind household
growth, which will make it difficult to allocate
future mixed-use development to both cities and
suburbs. The community will need to decide how
to deal with this trade-off during the next phase of
the process.
Urban Mixed Use

LEGEND: COMMUNITY ELEMENTS
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Access Management
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RURAL CENTERS

The resulting “optimized” community elements, digitized
into a GIS database, served as building blocks for the
next phase of the project: analyzing possible future
regional development patterns.

SUBURBAN CENTERS

• Suburban Centers: Growth is channeled into
compact, walkable, mixed-use suburban
centers, consuming 3,000 acres, about 3% of
current open space.

URBAN CENTERS

• Urban Centers: Growth is funneled into existing
cities, consuming 2,300 acres, about 2% of
existing open space.

By placing these “optimized” places within a wellconnected street network flanking the corridor, the
new centers could make jobs and shops within a short
walk, drive or bus ride of hundreds of households, while
preserving capacity for through traffic on Route 30.

x

TREND

At the first community workshop in October 2006, local
residents learned how urban design influences both
mobility and quality of life along the Route 30 corridor.
The team presented 21 “community element” diagrams
highlighting typical place-types in the region today, from
urban centers to rural villages.

Where do we want to be?

Rural Mixed Use Village
Rural Residential
Rural Cluster
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